
How to pack

And explicit example for an overnight skiing hut trip.

Designed for people who are not used to carrying everything they need to survive 
for long distances and great elevation gain.

by Veenstra with help from Veronika and Phil



Why are we here?

• To go into the mountains on self-propelled trips!

• Self-propelled, and mountains on the coast, mean you need to both 
pack and carry all your own stuff.



Why are we here?

• When you need to carry your stuff all day what you bring makes a 
huge difference.

• Some aspects of packing and what to bring are not obvious, without 
some experience.

• I’ve seen a lot of people end up totally exhausted as a result of 
bringing too much stuff, most of which is actually useless.

• Being tired and exhausted makes you a serious safety liability to 
both yourself and your group.



Here we will explicitly show you:

• Fundamental rules

• What bear minimum to pack for maximum comfort

• How to pack it

• What to wear

• What you might want to bring for extra “luxury”

• What you really really don’t want to have to bring, but maybe it’s 
the best you can find (and you should never buy for this purpose)

• What you should never, ever, bring

• Some example packs for you to check out



Golden Rules

• Check the wiki for your trip

• NO COTTON. (It absorbs huge quantities of water, this is why they 
make towels out of it.  It is also cold when wet and takes forever to 
dry).  Nylon, spandex, polyester, polypro, lycra, wool, etc. are fine.

• It you can’t picture yourself wearing all your clothes at the same 
time, you are bringing too much clothes. (exceptions for sleeping 
socks)

• If in doubt, leave it out.



A reasonably light example 
minimalist pack

A minimalist pack is very comfortable for the 12 hours of the day you are carrying 
all this stuff on your back, not the 4 hours hanging out in the hut or 8 hours you will 

be sleeping (where you will actually still be reasonably comfortable).



People have already made a list - check the wiki!



Here we are... skiing hut trip...



Here’s all the stuff in my pack - let’s take a look at it...



Sleeping bag and socks - 1300g
★ You sleeping bag is probably the single most 
important place to spend money on gear.  Cheap 
out on everything else - but get a good, 
down, sleeping bag.
★ MEC Merlin -9 sleeping bag is a great deal 
and good enough for most trips on the coast.
★ Weight includes a waterproof sack - a 
waterproof sack is important to protect your 
down sleeping bag.
★ (wool) sleeping socks will keep you from 
stinking up your expensive sleeping bag with 
your ski socks.

★ I don’t need a liner, because I sleep in my clothes.  
There is rumour that you are warmer without your 
clothes, but this is an outright lie.



3/4 length inflatable sleeping pad - 440g
★ I will ram it into the back panel area of 
my pack
★ I can put other stuff (like my empty pack) 
under my feet to sleep



Water - 2100g
Re-used water bottles (#1 plastic code)
★ cheaper and lighter than nalgenes
★ actually have 3L capacity here
★ pick bottles with wide lids
★ don’t use #1 plastic for hot water!



Map+compass -100g
★ Compass also has inclinometer 
(for measuring slope angles)
★ map is waterproof
★ Not entirely necessary for 
everybody to have, but not heavy 
and a good idea (especially if you 
want to learn)



Little stuff in lid - 330g
★ Headlamp has rechargeable battery, so it’s 
always fresh and I don’t need a spare.  Cap is 
unscrewed 1/2 turn - it cannot turn itself on.
★ Sunscreen is in a ziplock bag, so if the bottle 
explodes it doesn’t go everywhere
★ Sunglasses
★ Voile strap serves many purposes
★ Whistle and tiny pliers clip to outside of pack



Bag of necessities - 180g
★ in a bag to keep organized, goes in main 
compartment
★ this bag stays unchanged on most trips
★ Lighter with TP (in summer you burn TP)
★”first aid” kit includes
• Moisturizer (lube / anti-chaffing)
• Ibuprofin (anti-inflamatory)
• Tensor bandage
• Single sterile pad
• Creativity

★ Earplugs (aka - a good night’s sleep) are 
worth the weight!  I even have an extra pair
★ Toothbrush/toothpaste are a nice luxury



Repair kit (not really necessary) - 270g
★ Small wad of cord
★ Drill bit which fits in screwdriver
★ Multi-bit screwdriver
★ Small roll of duct tape
★ Some stainless steel wire
★ Extra binding screws
★ Goes in bag of neccessities



Additional warm stuff - 690g
★ Fleece jacket is used from Cheapskates
★ have hood instead of just toque (warmer)
★ have extra mitten overshells

★ Don’t have a heavy/expensive down 
jacket - if it’s really cold hanging out in the 
hut I can go in my sleeping bag.
★ I don’t have any “extra” clothes that I 
don’t anticipate wearing “just in case”.  It’s 
not that I don’t sweat, just that my clothes 
are all things which dry quickly and are still 
warm when wet.
★ Don’t have luxurious (and heavy) camp 
booties - I can wear my boot liners.



Food for 1 for the whole weekend - 1600g
★ Includes packaging weight
★ All food is dry (contains no water)
★ Most people cannot eat more than 1kg per (full) day 
- 250g breakfast, 500g lunch, 250g dinner.  I eat a lot.
★ 2 Lunches:
★ 500g cookies
★ 500g corn chips
★ 35g fruit bar
★ Dinner (requires boiling water only):
★150g couscous
★100g dry soup mix pack aka - “spices”
★ 50g butter (not shown)
★ Breakfast (will mix/eat cold):
★ 200g dry oats
★ 50g protein powder (or milk powder)
★ No “extra” food “just in case”.  A healthy person can 
live for several days without food.



Stove (normally shared) - 780g
★ Includes small repair kit
★ Have the smallest bottle available (325mL)
• This is more than enough fuel for 2 people to 
melt drinking water from snow and cook dinner 
on an overnight trip, even in a tent.
• Can even do 3 if you are careful not to waste.
• Larger fuel bottles have “dead volume” at the 
bottom - there may be 50-100mL of useless fuel 
your pump can’t get out (without effort). 
• If bringing more fuel than this I often bring it in 
an old pop bottle.
★ Pump is stored inside the bottle (safer, smaller)
★ Must be sure to turn off pump, or it can leak.



Eating junk - 230g
★ Posh titanium pot
★ Aluminum foil “lid” saves weight and is cheap
★ Metal spoon is reliable and doesn’t melt
★ Includes potgripper
★ I can eat from my pot



Climbing skins - 460g
★ Probably these don’t actually start off in 
my pack... but they will be there sometimes 
so I included them.
★ Bringing the bag for them is a luxury you 
probably don’t need.



Avy kit - 790g
★Voile XLM shovel is an amazing shovel 
- the lightest (metal) you can get, and also 
one of the strongest and cheapest. 
★ Most probes are pretty similar, mine is 
240cm.  I can’t dig much deeper than that.
★ I will be wearing my beacon; it does not 
go in my pack.

★G3 and other Voile shovels are also strong, but 
generally heavier.
★ Plastic (and “composite”) shovels are a hazard, 
and generally not lighter than the XLM.
★ Metal Black Diamond / BCA / Ortovox / Pieps / 
Stubai shovels are OKish, but not as strong as Voile 
or G3 and can be readily broken (2008 testing).



Small, 35L, backpack - 530g
★ Small packs are cheaper and lighter than 
big packs.
★ I removed the packpanel to save weight - 
I will put my thermarest there
★ Lots of packs have “features” which only 
make them heavier.  This one is basically just 
a bag with some straps and a lid.



2L water
2100g

map+compass
100g

little stuff
330g

TP
“first aid”
earplus

toothbrush
180g

repair kit
270g

warm stuff
extra mits

toque(hood)
fleece
690g

3/4 mat
440g all food + bags

1600g

skins
460g

avy kit
790g

eating kit
230g

stove
780g

sleeping bag and socks
1300g

small backpack
530g

TOTAL (everything) = 9.8 kg
TOTAL (no map / no repair kit / .5 stove / .5 pot / no skin bag) = 8.9 kg



A quick note for the ladies who’ve never heard of them - try a menstrual cup.
Available at the AMS Womyn’s Center and some pharmacies.

They don’t leak, can generally be left in longer, and are washable/reusable - 
this means you don’t have any used feminine products carry out.

(also, you may never need to buy such products again)

Why they aren’t more well-known?  I could come up with some disposable-society, marketing-driven, conspiracy theories...



Fitting it all in...

Packing matters - both so it all fits, and so the 
things you will need are easily accessible.



Fold up (deflated) Thermarest so it is the same size as the backpanel 



Ram it in to the backpanel pouch



Perfect!



Sleeping bag (and sleeping socks) go sideways across the bottom.
Ram it down there first, and turn it sideways second.



Spoon,  pot gripper, dinner, and food for tomorrow go inside the pot.



Next “layer” after the sleeping bag is all the stuff I probably won’t need on the ski in.
This is my extra warm clothes, stove, and pot with food.



Next layer after that is all the stuff I probably will need on the ski in.
Here we have climbing skins, bag of necessesities,

food for the day and some of my water (rest will be clipped to outside).



Take apart shovel and ram the avy kit down the side/front of the pack.

Equipment strapped to the outside of a pack is liable to be lost,
especially if you get in an avlanche or fall over while skiing a lot.



All those important little bits go in the lid.
Notice how easy it is to find the headlamp, right on top at the front.



It’s all in there - and there’s just enough room for me to put in my jacket as well;
in case I start to get too warm and have to take it off (this is likely).



Packed and ready to go.



What to wear, what to wear...
I wear the clothes for the day in the car, it’s what I put on when I get up.

(except the boots)

This saves everybody time because I don’t need to faff around when we get there.



You will spend most of the day on the move, working hard,
so you don’t actually need to dress all that warm.

I just wear long underwear - top and bottom - and have a shell jacket + pants in 
case it is raining/snowing, or to wear when I stop (briefly) for a bite to eat.





Base layers - 680g
★ All synthetic, all MEC house 
brand, all 6 years old and going 
strong
★ VOC ski socks
★ Warm when wet, dries quickly, 
very breathable
★ Tight underwear helps keep 
chaffing down



Avalanche beacon - 300g
★ goes on on top of my base 
layer, but under my jacket.  
Check batteries when there is 
still time to buy new ones.



Gloves - 240g
★The shells and liners come 
apart, this is important because:
• you can dry them if they get wet
• sometimes you want to just 
wear the liners
• sometimes you want to just 
wear the shells



Hardshell jacket + pants - 860g
★Both jacket and pants are just a shell 
(no insulation).  This is important 
because:
• you can dry them if they get wet
• often you want to just wear more 
insulation, but have full breathability
• often you want to just be more 
waterproof, but not warmer

★ Hardshell means waterproof
★ Softshell means water resistant
★ Breathable means some sweat can 
escape
★ Nothing is as breathable as nothing



Ski boots - 2700g
★ Your boots go on your feet, not 
your pack, even if you need to hike a 
little bit at the start. 
★You need the right boots to match 
your bindings (these happen to be 
telemark boots)
★ These particular boots are pretty 
light, but also more flexible (harder to 
ski with)
★ Stiffer boots might be easier to ski 
down with, but could be more tiring 
to ski up with as they are usually 
heavier.  Race boots weigh 700g more.



Gaiters - 210g
★ Gaiters cover the boot-pant 
interface, to keep the snow out.
★ Some pants have integrated 
gaiters, but mine don’t.



gloves
240g

Waterproof-
breathable

“hardshell” jacket
460g

hardshell
pants
400g

Very light
Tele boots

2700g

gaiters
210g

VOC
ski

socks
90g

heavyweight
longjohns

240g

tight
underwear

60g

thermal hoodie
290g

beacon
300g

TOTAL stuff I’m wearing = 5.0kg (half is boots)



Some luxuries which might be worth the weight.
(you wouldn’t be totally crazy to buy/bring it)





Ski helmet - 450g
★Protecting your head is important, but... 
★The snow in the backcountry is much softer than 
groomed resort snow, so hitting your head on the 
ground is not a problem. There are also less people 
around to crash into you.
★ I always wear a helmet in the resort, but only 
occasionally wear one in the backcountry.
★ Most people who wear a ski helmet in the 
backcountry are worried about something like:
• avalanches
• skiing, fast, into a tree or rock
• “extreme” skiing (cliff jumping, narrow couloirs, etc.)
• icy logging roads on the ski out
★ They are not worried about going really slow, falling 
over and/or wallowing in powder while learning to ski



Full length sleeping pad - 730g
★ Don’t need to worry about what 
goes under your feet.
★ Slightly warmer.



Goggles - 140g
★ Really handy if it is storming
★ Don’t get them wet, or they will be 
foggy the whole trip



Camera - 190g
★ The best camera is one your friend 
is carrying, because then the pictures 
will be of you.
★ This little camera weighs 190g.  A 
large DSLR with case might easily be 
in the 800g-1500g range



Booze - 400g
★ If you’re going to bring some, 
choose hard liquor in a plastic bottle 
for best weight/booze ratio



Musical instruments etc. - ? g
★ There will likely be a sing-along in 
the hut.  My ukulele, egg shaker, and 2 
songbooks weighs 960g.  I usually 
bring it in winter on easy trips.



Down jacket - 800g
★ Down jackets (like sleeping bags) 
are not created equal and are worth 
spending money on.
★ The pink one here weighs about 
760g
★ The grey one here weighs about 
860g but is much much warmer



Synthetic hut booties - 330g 
★Way more comfortable than ski 
boots for around camp/hut
★Let your feet dry out a bit 
★Your booties will almost certainly 
get wet - so buy synthetic ones
★Most of the weight is material and 
the sole, so synthetic basically weighs/
packs the same as down



Fleece pants - 320g
★Keep you toasty warm in the hut, 
adds a bit of safety margin for being 
cold on the skiing portion (but highly 
unlikely you’ll need them then, unless 
it’s unusually cold).



Expedition sized first aid supplies - 330g 
★Lots of pads, gauze, gloves, tape, band-
aids, scalpel blade etc.
★Also includes a little pocket book telling 
you what to do with all the stuff.



The real lid for my pot - 80g 
★Ahh, luxury.



Bigger backpack - 1980g
★Way easier to fit all your stuff in to 
a larger pack
★50-60L should be very possible to 
get all your stuff into, even if you are 
bad at packing and bring some extras
★Most people find a pack with a real 
back panel / hipbelt is easier on their 
back and shoulders, especially with a 
heavier load.



booze
400g

small
camera
190g

goggles
140g

full length
sleeping pad
730g (+290g)

fleece pants
320g

synthetic
hut booties

330g

ukulele
+

songbook
960g

cheaper
midweight

down jacket
760g

or
expensive

far warmer
down jacket

880g

expedition
size

first aid
330g

real
pot
lid
80g

50L
medium sized pack

with back frame
1980g (+1450g)

ski helmet
450g

Bringing all this (one down jacket, trading packs/pads) adds 5.8 kg, for 15.6 kg total  



Some other things which might be worth their weight:

•90g - more voile straps (4)
•250g - extra food
•180g - GPS
•210g - SPOT tracker (1st gen) / EPIRB
•250g - cell phone (if there’s coverage)
•70g - rutschblock/cornice cutting cord
•180g - snow saw
•370g - small sil-nylon tarp for emergencies
•120g - large plastic garbage bag (useful for lots of random stuff)

•Total of these items is 1.7kg



Terrible items you might use until you afford something better,
but that you should replace at the earliest opportunity and

never ever buy
(unless you plan on using it for something else entirely)

May god help you with carrying it..





Ski-resort style snowsuit - 2600g
★ This Burton jacket weighs 1600g, the 
pants weigh 1000g.
★ This type of outerwear combines 
insulation and water resistance.
★ Great for sitting on a ski-lift, not great 
for skinning uphill under your own power
★ Generally not very breathable and 
wicked heavy
★  Too stuffy to wear if it happens to be 
snowing/raining while doing exercise



City-style jacket - 1320g
★ These type of jackets also combine 
insulation and water resistance.  Great for 
waiting for the bus on the way to the bar 
or looking stylish...  not so great for 
exerting yourself in the real outdoors.
★ Generally not actually waterproof
★ Generally not very breathable either
★ Always really heavy for what they 
provide
★ Take forever to dry if they become 
wet
★ Too stuffy to wear if it happens to be 
snowing/raining while doing exercise



“Outdoorsy” jacket - 1600g
★ Sold as “outdoors” jackets, but still 
can’t separate the insulation from shell.
★ Usually designed for military, hunters, 
fishermen, scientific expeditions or other 
people who mostly just stand around (or 
city folk with money who like to think 
they are one of these people)
★ Moderately better than the city-style 
jacket, but still not designed for all-day, 
sweaty, athletic physical output.  Better for 
standing around, because they are usually 
at least actually waterproof.



Synthetic sleeping bag - 2220g
★ Warm when wet, but...
★ Synthetic is less breathable, way 
heavier, and packs bulkier than down
★ Insulation collapses over time 
becoming less warm (but just as heavy)
★ This particular bag (MEC -20 
something-or-other), compared to the 
MEC Merlin down bag pictured earlier:
•more than twice as heavy
•packs down to about 4 times the 
volume (easily occupy almost your whole 
pack)
•substantially less warm, despite having a 
tag which claims otherwise, and being 
from the same manufacturer.



Expedition sized backpack - 3500g
★ 95 L packs have their place - on month 
long expeditions, but not weekend trips
★ Will tempt you to bring way too much 
stuff.
★ Pack is, itself, substantially heavier than 
a more reasonable sized pack
★ Big packs are usually quite expensive



city-style jacket
1320g

95L
expedition size pack

3500g
(+1500g vs 50L pack)giant heavy

synthetic
sleeping bag

2220g
(+1200g)

“outdoorsy”
jacket
1600g

Bringing these 4 instead of equivalent items adds 3.6 kg, for 19.6 kg total  

ski-resort jacket
1600g

(+940g vs. fleece and shell)

ski-resort pants
1000g

(+360 vs. tights and shell)



Stuff you should never, ever, bring under any circumstances





Shampoo - 430g
★You don’t need this or any other 
random toiletries
★There is no shower or hot water, your 
hair will be just fine for 1 night
★Nobody expects you to smell good 
anyway



Blue jeans - 550g
★ “Texas Gore-Tex”
★ Heavy, not warm, can absorb tons of 
water



Cotton hoodie - 600g
★ Kind of warm, but wicked heavy for 
what you get, and can absorb tons of 
water and take forever to dry



Random equipment for activities you
don’t even plan on actally doing

★If it’s not a scuba diving trip, don’t bring scuba diving gear 
- it’s just extra weight.
★Same goes for mountaineering gear

★Of course, sometimes you do want to do moutaineering, 
that’s ok - but the key to happyness is to decide what 
activities you want to do in advance and bring only that 
gear. Don’t carry 4kg of mountaineering gear all the way to 
the hut “just in case” you might decide to do it.



Homework - 3200g
★Paper is really really heavy
★Trust me, you will not get any homework done in the 
hut.
★If you are inexperienced enough to think you will have 
time/energy to do homework in the hut, probably you will 
barely make it to the hut at all due to the weight of your 
homework.



cotton hoodie
600g

pair of jeans
550g homework

3200g

random gear for
activities you

are not actually
planning on doing

unlimited grams
shampoo

430g

Bringing these items would not make you any more comfortable or let you have 
more fun, but would add 4.8kg, bringing the total to 24.4kg (54 lbs) (or almost 

30kg including clothes you are wearing).



Good luck.
You can’t change your fitness/skill level while packing Friday night...

but you can change your pack weight. How much you bring is up to you.

As a general rule:
10kg - barely notice it
15kg - you notice you’re wearing a pack, but life is ok
20kg - starting to suffer, especially at the end of a long day
25kg - real suffering likely, pack probably also causes difficulty skiing and getting up
30kg - as above, but worse.  Probably need to take pack off to get up after a fall.
>35kg - only very strong skiiers will be able to manage anything other than survival


